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“The problem is not in what we do, but in what we become by doing it.” 
Oscar Wilde 

 
 
I. PRELIMINARIES OF THE RESEARCH 
 
The author has been dealing with corporate identity (CI) since 1994. He wrote his MBA Man-
agement Project in this area at Bradford School of Management (University of Bradford Man-
agement Centre at that time). Previously, he had been showing interest in communication and 
marketing-communication. After one years’ teaching of marketing he specialised in human 
resource management, in accordance with the development concept of the Faculty. The title of 
his management project was “The Identity: A Behavioural Approach” (Csordás, 1994). The 
structure of the management project followed the author’s model he developed from Abratt’s 
(1989) seminal process model (“The Corporate Image Management Process”). 
 
Although the role of employees was mentioned, that thesis approached behaviour from a cor-
porate perspective. It did not boil down to the conclusion that the human resource function 
should be involved in the corporate identity management process in one way or another, 
which is suggested by some authors (Olins, 1995; Balmer, 1998). This time however it is one 
basic statement that the HR function receives undue attention in the corporate identity forma-
tion process. 
 
The author has taught corporate identity and human resource management at the University of 
Miskolc, in full-time and part-time courses, since his graduation from Bradford. He has been a 
member of the International Corporate Identity Group (ICIG), founded by Professor John M. 
T. Balmer, since its establishment in 1995, and has published articles in journals and confer-
ence books. He was the first and only Hungarian participant of the annual symposium of ICIG 
held in Edinburg, Scotland, in March 2007, where he presented his reconsidered model ver-
sion of Balmer’s ACID Test series. 
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II. RATIONALE OF THE RESEARCH  
 
Corporate identity, as a new way for organisations to be conceptualised, comprehended and 
managed, has received saliency in the international and, to some extent, in the Hungarian 
literature.  The following changes should be highlighted in this regard: 

• There is a heightened interest towards corporate identity nowadays. This has been 
proven by (1) the emergence of courses offered by many leading business schools; (2) 
the establishment of the International Corporate Identity Group; (3) several volumes of 
international business journals have been dedicated to the topic. (The introduction of 
the PhD thesis deals with this particular issue.) 

• Extant literature defines corporate identity as the ‘distinct attributes of an or-
ganisation’ – ‘what an organisation is’, ‘what it stands for’, as opposed to the 
traditional self-presentation approaches. That is, the modern perspectives have 
taken corporate identity closer to the original meaning of identity from its design and 
marketing communication based cradle. This is the reason why the author offers an in-
depth literature review in his PhD thesis (Chapter 1 of the PhD thesis). 

• Many definitions suggest that the purpose of corporate identity management is to 
achieve a favourable image (Abratt, 1989; Balmer, 1995; Van Rekom, 1997; Balmer 
and Gray, 2000) and reputation (Stuart, 1999; Balmer and Gray, 2000) that leads to 
competitive advantage (Balmer and Stotvig, 1997; Balmer and Gray, 2000; Bick, Ja-
cobson and Abratt, 2003; Melewar, Basset and Simões, 2006). Fombrun (1996) and 
Nyárády and Szeles (2004:225) speak of “reputation capital” which is manageable and 
measurable, and it is part of the market value of the firm (Chapter 1). 

• The meaning of some corporate-level terms (e. g. corporate brand, reputation) has 
been reconsidered. In the course of the conceptual development of corporate identity 
the relative importance of the various concepts have changed as new concepts have 
made the picture richer (Chapter 2). 

• Corporate identity has been affected by different disciplines, with special regard 
to behavioural sciences, leading to the multidisciplinary approach, especially in 
academic interpretations (Chapters 1 and 2). 

• New models have appeared in the literature, part of which have been set up by 
practitioners (identity consultants) and part of which have been created by academics 
(Chapter 3) 

• The role of the human factor has recently been highlighted: definitions stress its 
importance, various authors suggest that one should not overlook what people think 
and feel about their organisations; HR-related questions have to be asked and an-
swered when setting up corporate identity programs; HR may also benefit from an ex-
plicitly managed corporate identity (Chapter 4). 

 
In summary: Corporate Identity has changed, become richer in its conceptual background and 
has become more popular. The author’s knowledge base has expanded; his approach has also 
changed since he wrote the MBA Management Project. He feels the time has arrived to put 
this change and expansion on paper in the form of a PhD thesis. 
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III. AREAS AND PURPOSES OF THE RESEARCH 
 
This doctoral research has three main areas and purposes. 
• There is a certain degree of confusion surrounding corporate identity terminology. A 

bit more than 40 years after its emergence there is still no universally agreed upon defini-
tion (Thomson, 2005) in the international literature and the area suffers from “the mud-
dled use of terminology” (Balmer, 2001a:252). Furthermore, there are some differences 
between the Anglo-Saxon and Hungarian approaches to corporate identity. This doctoral 
thesis aims at providing some hints that might help one find one’s way through the 
terminology “confusion”.  It also contrasts the Anglo-Saxon and Hungarian views on the 
topic, which is of paramount importance if Hungarian academics and practitioners are to 
stand on the same platform with their foreign colleagues, e.g. in order to take part in inter-
national research projects. 

• There are several models in the literature which are unknown in Hungary, and some of 
them are included by the author in his thesis. The most complex of these models, in the 
author’s view, is Balmer’s ACID Test series, which presents some of the related cor-
porate-level concepts (e.g. corporate brand, corporate image, reputation, organisational 
identity) as distinct identity types. The author has reconsidered (perhaps further de-
veloped) this famous model. 

• Three thesis statements discuss the main findings related to the role the human fac-
tor plays in corporate identity and the involvement of the human resource function 
in managing corporate identity. 

 
 
1. Terminology 
 
One fundamental aim (or rather mission) of this research is to get the Hungarian and 
the Anglo-Saxon academics and practitioners closer, to build some sort of bridge be-
tween them. This may be reached via reviewing the literature written in English on corporate 
identity (most of the literature on the topic is written in this language) and positioning the 
dominant Hungarian approaches in it. 
 
Balmer (2001a:251) argues that the concept corporate identity is surrounded by a fog. He 
identifies fifteen factors contributing to the fog. The author wishes to highlight three of them: 

1. “The terminology” (factor No. 1) – an attempt is made to explain the reasons for the 
existence of the fog (this explanation might contribute towards getting out of it) 

2. “Multifarious disciplinary perspectives re business identity” (factor No. 3) – drawing 
upon the main classifications of the disciplinary backgrounds, the author sets up a 
(what he hopes is an) all-encompassing framework 

3. “A traditional lack of dialogue between Anglophone and Non-Anglophone scholars 
and writers” (factor No. 6) – this doctoral thesis attempts to contribute towards filling 
this gap. 

 
One fundamental purpose of the author, according to the above, is to get the terminol-
ogy into some sort of order. He introduces the extant interpretations of corporate identity 
and the related concepts (image, reputation, corporate communications, corporate brand, or-
ganisational identity). Simply put, the “fog” exists in the terminology, in the author’s view, 
because many people (from various disciplinary backgrounds) have argued many things at 
different times. The author argues that any statement or definition in the literature may be 
right, different approaches may be collated with one another if one considers the three impor-
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tant interrelated aspects, as follows: (a) who states or argues something – and, more impor-
tantly, what his or her disciplinary background is; (b) when he or she stated that – i.e. when 
his or her fundamental (seminal) work was written; and (c) where – i.e. in what country, re-
gion or continent a particular author is from.  
 
Finally, the author posits that the academic interpretation of corporate identity in Hungary 
today broadly corresponds to that of the Anglo-Saxon literature at the end of 1980s and the 
early 1990s. When relating to the component parts (areas) of corporate identity, Hungarian 
literature nearly exclusively uses Birkigt and Stadler’s (1986) model (Culture, Design, Com-
munication and Behaviour) but mostly without referring to it. 
 
 
2. Further model development 
 
A further aim of this thesis is to introduce the often quoted models and frameworks in 
the Anglo-Saxon literature which are relatively unknown in Hungary. One model the 
author wishes to call attention to is the above mentioned mix of Birkigt and Stadler (1986), 
which is only one categorisation of the areas of corporate identity. There are more recent 
ones, e.g. Melewar and Karaosmanoglu’s (2006) sophisticated mix. 
 
Some models are further developed from time to time, e.g. Bernstein’s (1984) communica-
tions model, “The Wheel”, by Balmer and Greyser (2003), “The New Corporate Communica-
tions Wheel”. Another example is Abratt’s (1989) famous “process model”, “The Corporate 
Image Management Process”. The author further refined this model
a. He based his MBA Management Project on his new model in 1994. The new elements he 
added were “Corporate Philosophy” and “Communication of the Identity”. One year later, 
Balmer (1995) identified “Corporate Philosophy” as a separate element in his further devel-
oped version and then, three years later, “Communications” were added by Markwick and Fill 
(1997). That is, the author made exactly the same (unpublished) additions as others made 
several years later. After many modifications, Abratt himself set up a final model with co-
authors in accordance with the modern interpretations of corporate identity (Bick, Jacobson 
and Abratt, 2003). One merit of this framework is that it recognised and emphasised the role 
of human resources. 
 
The author has singled out Balmer’s ACID Test for further development in his PhD the-
sis. The reasons for these are that (1) this model includes several areas of corporate iden-
tity, also those analysed by the author, in a complex framework and (2) the author in-
troduced a ‘way of thinking’ similar to the ACID Test in his MBA Management Project. 
The model can also be applied to explain the terminology (the author clearly refers to it in the 
dissertation): the increasingly complex definitions may be illustrated by way of covering more 
and more elements in the model. The main idea of the model is that there are potential mis-
alignments among the elements. First of all, the model distinguishes between the two basic 
facets of corporate identity: CI as “distinct attributes” (that also corresponds to Albert and 
Whetten’s tripartite criteria), called “Actual Identity, and CI as an explicit and deliberate 
“self-presentation”, called “Communicated Identity” in the model. The main point here is that 
the two facets may be misaligned, that is the communicated identity and the actual one may 
not reflect the same thing. Corporate image (“Conceived Identity”) may also be incongruent 
with either the communicated or the actual one or both. The model, previous versions in a 

                                                 
a Another author who refined the model in 1994 was Stuart (1999). 
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subtle way and Balmer’s last version in an explicit way, relates to the human factor by way of 
making the organisational identity concept part of the model. The author has added “Con-
strued Image”b (“Construed-Conceived Identity”) and “Informal Communications” (“Com-
municated Identity – Informal”) to the model and offered a new method to operationalise the 
framework: further developed Balmer’s REDS2 ACID Test Process™. This further devel-
opment is a novelty: nobody had tried to add to or change Balmer’s ACID Test before the 
author’s attempt. 
 
 
3. Relationships between CI management and HR management 
 
Perhaps the most important research question of the author has long been the role of employ-
ees in corporate identity management. Clearly, there are obvious references in the literature 
that suggest that the role of employees and HR in general should not be overlooked when dis-
cussing corporate identity and corporate identity management. These explanations are dis-
cussed in the brief literature review parts of thesis statements 3 to 5. 
 
The research aims at answering three research questions, although the CI-HR relationship can 
be examined from other angles as well, for example, “personnel marketing” and “employer 
branding”: the literature of these areas relate to corporate identity. The three questions are as 
follows: 
Research question 1: The importance of corporate identity in managing human re-

sources: can human resource management benefit from an ex-
plicit management of corporate identity? If so, what are those 
areas? 

Research question 2: The existence of people’s behaviour in corporate identity, and 
the extent to which the human resource function is involved 
when establishing and managing identity. 

Research question 3: The importance of the commonly shared values: to what extent 
are they taken as a basis when running an identity programme? 

 
The above three main research areas overlap one another: 

• Terminology – Further model development: the framework the author designed to 
collate the main conceptual categorisations is a new model which synthesises previous 
ones into a complex compound. 

• Terminology – CI-HR relationships: (1) The role of the human factor is often 
touched upon in chapters dealing with terminological issues; also several process 
models introduced, {e.g. Kennedy’s (1977), Dowling’s (1986), Stuart’s (1998 and 
1999) and Bick, Jacobson and Abratt’s (2003) frameworks} relate to employees; (2) 
Each CI-HR research question begins with a short literature review with the purpose to 
elucidate why the particular questions are asked and why they are asked the way they 
are asked. 

• Further model development – CI-HR relationships: the most recent additions of 
the ACID Test series all relate to the human factor: people’s relationship with the ac-
tual identity of the company (“Cultural Identity” – added by Balmer); “Construed-
Conceived Identity” that refer to how people feel and think about the (unknown) im-

                                                 
b Construed image (what someone believes about other’s beliefs, although not called this way) was mentioned in 
the MBA Management Project as an element that should be brought into alignment with other elements – five 
years before the invention of ACID Test and twelve years before Dacin and Brown’s (2006) Four Viewpoints 
Framework which explicitly mention Construed Image. The author designed his version in early 2006. 
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age of the company; and “Communicated Identity – Informal” that is concerned with 
what people say about their organisation may or may not match with the content of 
formal communications. 
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IV. METHODOLOGY  
 
The methodology of the research is presented under the headings of the three main areas be-
low: 
 
 
1. Terminology: literature review + empirical research 
 
The basis of the methodology is the analytical review of the Anglo-Saxon academic litera-
ture which the author began when writing his MBA Management Project in 1994. The start-
ing point of the literature review is setting up a definition of corporate identity reflecting the 
extant approaches. This definition will be illustrated by the author’s version of Balmer’s 
ACID Test later (further model development). Basically, the literature of corporate identity is 
reviewed; however, the author also takes the literature of the related areas (corporate image, 
reputation, organisational identity, corporate brand and corporate communication) into con-
sideration. For the purpose of comparison the author reviewed most of the Hungarian lit-
erature. In August 2006 he conducted interviews with marketing lecturers (heads of de-
partments and lecturers of courses that include corporate identity) of five leading Hungarian 
universities one lecturer of organisational behaviour and one lecturer of public relations. The 
main question related to their definition of corporate identity and the mix they use to describe 
its component parts. Corporate identity was not translated into Hungarian in order to avoid the 
distorting connotations of the Hungarian term. Their replies were compared with the An-
glo-Saxon literature. 
 
 
2. Further model development: literature review + logical deduction 
 
There are models in the Anglo-Saxon literature that are changed (additions are made, restruc-
tured) from time to time in order to reflect the most recent developments. The reason for 
choosing Balmer’s ACID Test series has been explained. The author read all the articles on 
Balmer’s ACID Test series, staring from Balmer and Soenen’s (1999) first framework to 
Balmer’s (2005) working paper on the AC4ID Test (4 Cs) and tried to understand the logic 
behind the changes (the additions and the new structures). Adding “Construed Image” (what 
someone believes about others’ beliefs) to a framework like ACID Test has been one of the 
author’s ideas since 1994 when he suggested a gap-analysis including this item. When the 
author got to know the AC3ID Test (3 Cs), he began to suggest this image type (beliefs about 
beliefs) being an additional element in the ACID Test, although at that time he was unaware 
of its official name (he simply did not know the expression “construed image”). Later, when 
he found it and noticed that its initial letter is also “C”, he meant it to be the 4th C in his 
“AC 4ID Test” model. He then found Balmer’s AC4ID Test, in December 2005, with C4 being 
“Cultural Identity”. (AC4ID Test – Cultural Identity – was not explained by Balmer (2005), 
the author however inferred its meaning from the explanations of previous versions.) This 
gave him the final impetus to set up the final AC5ID and AC6ID Tests: construed image is 
closely linked to organisational identity (Dutton, Dukerich and Harquail, 1994). In this way 
he could clearly position construed image in the framework and could also distinguish be-
tween “soft” and “hard” elements within AC6ID Test. This distinction got the author to iden-
tify “Informal Communication” as a separate identity type and also to make it the basis of 
operationalising the model (the 2-step REDS2 method). 
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3. Relationships between CI management and HR management: literature review + em-
pirical research 
 
The author mentioned earlier that this area of the research is discussed in the light of 
three research questions. Each question has its root in the corporate identity literature. The 
guiding principle of the author’s research was considering the following, in this order: “This 
is what the literature suggests”, and/or “this is what the author concludes from what the litera-
ture suggests”; “Does the empirical research support this proposition?” In order to follow this 
logic, the author presents a short review of the literature in his PhD thesis, concerning the 
above research questions. 
 
Empirical research methods can be categorised as 

• objective and 
• subjective methods. 

Earlier only objective methods were accepted in economic sciences. However, after the 1960s 
subjective ones (e.g. interviews about opinions) were also accepted. Conclusions based upon 
subjective research methods cannot be regarded as incontrovertible ones: they are rather 
statements that will be underpinned or refuted by way of objective research methods. 
 
In his PhD thesis, more specifically, in this part of the research, the author uses subjec-
tive techniques: a survey was conducted among human resource managers of companies 
in Hungary. These HR managers were contacted at the conference of OHEc on 19 May 2006. 
Everyone received a questionnaire in his or her conference package, 500 questionnaires were 
placed in the packages. The author was present at the plenary session of the conference and 
greeted the audience when the organisers asked them to fill in the questionnaires. Neverthe-
less, only 3 (three) respondents filled them in on the spot and two mailed the questionnaires 
after the conference. The number of returned questionnaire increased to 37 after several 
rounds of phone-calls. The minimum acceptable sample size, according to the Department of 
Business Statistics and Economic Forecasting, University of Miskolc, is 30. Each question 
dealt with in the final analysis was replied to by at least 35 people. The relatively small sam-
ple size allowed the author to keep an ongoing contact and to conduct a quasi-interview with 
some respondents. The results gained should not be seen as incontrovertible before veri-
fying them by way of an objective research, which is one of the author’s future aims. 
 
The structure of the sample by the explanatory variables used was the following: 

• Phase of internationalisation: 42.9% domestic, 20% international, 28.6% multinational 
and 8.6% global 

• Majority ownership: 47.2% Hungarian, 50% foreign and 2.8% joint-venture 
• Sector: 24.3% primary, 29.7% secondary and 45.9% tertiary 
• Ownership: 27.8% state-owned, 72.2% private 

 
The methodology of the research, in terms of the three research questions, is as follows: 
 

                                                 
c Országos Humánpolitikai Egyesület – Hungarian Association of HRM 
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Research question 1 
Respondents were asked to rank eight HR related criteria, as illustrated by the following table: 
 

Criteria 
(in terms of which Corporate Identity may be 

regarded as “human resources tool”) 

Specifically In the Re-
spondent’s Company 

(Fact) (1 2 3 4 5) 

In General (In the Re-
spondent’s Opinion) 
(Opinion) (1 2 3 4 5) 

1. Attracting People  1 = It is not typical in the 
company represented by the 
respondent that CId helps 
this HR function 
5 = It is absolutely typical in 
the company represented by 
the respondent that CI helps 
this HR function 

1 = It is not typical in gen-
eral, in the opinion of the 
respondent that CI helps this 
HR function 
5 = It is absolutely typical in 
general, in the opinion of 
the respondent that CI helps 
this HR function 

2. Selecting People  
3. Retaining Staff  
4. Motivating Staff  
5. Bringing about cohesion / sense of belonging 
6. Trust, loyalty 
7. Harmonised employee relations 
8. Identification / commitment  

Exhibit 1: Questions asked in “Research question 1” 
 
First, the “fact” (to what extent HR managers see explicit CI programs as contributors to the 
success of a given criterion in the organisations represented by them) and “opinion” (to what 
extent HR managers see explicit CI programs as contributors to the success of a given crite-
rion in general / in their opinion) variables were averaged in order to compare the factual con-
tribution of CI to the given criteria with the potential contribution of CI to the same criteria. 
Second, the fact variables were deducted from the opinion variables in order to make the dif-
ferences more noticeable (also illustrated by a histogram). Third, the variables obtained in the 
previous point were standardised and plotted on a system of coordinates (Exhibit 11). 
 
Research question 2 
(a) The importance of employee behaviour in corporate identity was analysed using the fol-
lowing question: “Does employee behaviour determine the identity of an organisation, taking 
the example of yours as a basis (or corporate identity is rather a visual category)?” (b) The 
questions relating to the involvement of the HR function in an explicit CI programme were as 
follows: (1) Has HR played any role in the corporate identity programme? (Optional roles 
were listed in the questionnaire); (2) “Was a behavioural audit carried out as part of the CI 
programme?” The replies obtained were processed by means of frequency analyses and cross 
tables and illustrated by pie-charts. 
 
Research question 3 
HR managers were asked if the values expressed in the CI programmes were also shared by 
employees or those values are merely decided upon by management. The replies obtained 
were processed by means of frequency analyses and cross tables and illustrated by pie-charts. 
 
This research has been completed with a case study that has been prepared on the basis of 
interviews with the managers in chare of the corporate identity programs. 

                                                 
d CI is interpreted from a “self-presentation” perspective. 
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V. CORPORATE IDENTITY AND ECONOMIC THEORIES 
 
In general, economic growth theories have pointed out that corporate value system is an im-
portant factor in growth: classical theories reduced the factors to “acre”, “capital” and “la-
bour”. Modern theories added “institutes”. However, the most recent theories include “value 
system” as a determinant factor: the theory and practice of corporate identity is in close rela-
tionship with corporate values. 
 
The author is of the view that corporate identity as a multidisciplinary area of management 
cannot be totally explained on the ground of only one economic theory. This task seems chal-
lenging because “… little contemporary CI writings refer to economics literature. Surely, if 
you can apply those theories to CI, that will be a real contribution.”e The next paragraph pre-
sents the two economic perspectives from which, in the author’s view, corporate identity can 
be viewed. These schools of thought are (a) evolutionary economics and (b) behavioural eco-
nomics. Mueller (2004) argues that the two alternative approaches challenging the main-
stream economics are these schools of thought. 
 

a) “Corporate Identity” is a managerial tool used to achieve competitive (strategic) 
advantage – “evolutionary economics”; 

b) “Corporate Identity” is a multidisciplinary area ro oted in organisational identity, 
with special regards to people-oriented subsets of organisational identity – “be-
havioural economics” (also Akerlof and Kranton’s work) 

 
The reason why evolutionary economics has been chosen as a perspective is that Kenneth 
Ewart Boulding is said to be the founder of the evolutionary economics movement (Wikipe-
dia). His seminal work written in 1956, titled “The Image: Knowledge in Life and Society”, is 
regarded as the starting point of nowadays’ corporate identity literature. Evolutionary thinking 
in economics, a branch of economic theory that views organisations in social context, was 
fostered by the spectacular development having taken place in natural sciences (Meyer, 
http://bmekg.uw.hu). It basically suggests, mostly following Darwin and other ‘evolutionary 
biologists’ (Krugman, 1996), that there is a “natural selection”f not only among biological 
entities but also among economic organisations. According to Frenken (2007) evolutionary 
theory implies that firms need to acquire a set of routines that are hard to copy by competitors. 
The author interprets this statement as the need for developing “distinct ways of doing things” 
in order to stay in (or ahead of) competition: distinct routines are means of survival in the 
‘natural selection game’. Corporate identity, according to the modern literature, is about per-
manent distinct features, central to the organisation, which spring from their innate character. 
The management’s task is to strategically manage the distinct character of the organisation, 
mostly by way of explicit communication, in order to achieve good image and reputation. 
 
“Corporate Identity” as a multidisciplinary area rooted in organisational identity is best ap-
proached from the perspective of behavioural economics, which “is the combination of psy-
chology and economics” (Mullainathan and Thaler, http://www.iies.su.se:1). Corporate iden-
tity academics He and Balmer (2007), following Gioia et. al.’s (2000) categorisation, suggest 
that the concept of organisational identity may be divided into the following three sub-
categories (in sub-chapter 1.2.3. of the dissertation): 

1. Identity of organisations (collective organisational identity), 

                                                 
e Norwich Business School, University of East Anglia, Norwich, Norfolk, UK 
f The phrase “natural selection” has been taken from Nelson and Winter (2002:27): “…natural selection … re-
quires the failure of the less efficient firms.” 
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2. Identity of people within organisations (organisational identity), 
3. People’s identification with organisations (organisational identification). 

“Identity of organisation” can be seen as the synonym of corporate identity but from an organ-
isational identity perspective. “Identity of people in an organisation” is “an individual’s social 
identity within an organisational context” (He and Balmer, 2007:770), just as an individual 
may have other identities (affinities) as well, such as ethnical, gender, national, professional, 
etc. “Identification with the organisation” can be defined as “the degree to which a person 
defines him or herself as having the same attributes that he or she believes define the organi-
sation” (Dutton, Dukerich and Harquail, 1994:239). Organisational identification is one type 
of an individual’s social identification (He and Balmer, 2007). 
 
Behavioural economics theory calls attention to the sense of social identity in individuals’ 
decision making, as opposed to the neo-classical view of people carrying out a full rational 
analysis of all their available options. Both behavioural economists and corporate identity 
academics refer to psychologists Tajfel and Turner’s work on social identity. Corporate and 
organisational academics Cornelissen, Haslam and Balmer (2007) compare and contrast the 
literature and terminology of social identity, organisational identity and corporate identity and 
point out that there are obvious interrelationships. Economists Akerlof and Kranton (2005) 
also rely on the notion of “social identity” in their economic model-making. They explain: 
“employees may have identities that lead them to behave more or less in concert with the 
goals of their organizations”. They define identity as a person’s self image (Akerlof and Kran-
ton 2005:12), i.e. how an individual sees or defines him or herself (the author’s explanation). 
 
Kiriakidou and Milward (2000) argue that efforts to manage corporate identity (i.e. the iden-
tity of the whole organisation – the author’s explanation) should reflect the organisational 
identity of the company (i.e. the social identities of people and also their identifications – the 
author’s explanation). Akerlof and Kranton (2005) suggest that people’s identities and group 
identifications can lead to increased motivation. They even speak of “motivational capital” 
Akerlof and Kranton (2005:29) Szeles (1997) emphasises the importance of employee identi-
fication and argues that the two aspects of identification are ‘readiness to perform’ and ‘job 
satisfaction’.  
 
Finally, the author wishes to call attention to the analysis of Foxall, Olivera-Castro and James 
(2007), who published a book titled “The Behavioural Economics of Brand Choice”. The au-
thor argues in sub-chapters 1.4.4. and 3.3. of his dissertation that striving for a consistent cor-
porate identity is inevitable if a company is striving for establishing a strong corporate brand – 
the question may be extended from “consumers’ brand choice” to “stakeholders’ corporate 
brand choice”. This might be an interesting direction for further researches. 
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VI. THESIS STATEMENTS 
 
The thesis statements of the research are presented in the structure used in parts III and IV: 
terminology, further model development and the relationships between CI management and 
HR management. 
 
 
1. Terminology 
 
Although the Anglo-Saxon (mainstream) academic literature interprets Corporate Identity as a 
multidisciplinary and complex phenomenon, in Hungary the “self-presentation” approach is 
dominant, mainly based on Birkigt and Stadler’s (1986) CI mix. The research results are 
summarised in the following basic thesis statement: 
T1: In order to support the terminological convergence, a comprehensive model of the 
development of conceptual categorisations has been set up, which is new not only in the 
Hungarian literature but also in the Anglo-Saxon one. 
 
This statement is supported by literature based and empirically based arguments. 
 
1. The Anglo-Saxon literature/approach can be regarded as “mainstream” since even 

the “Corporate Identity” construct is of American origin: it comes from J. Gordon Lippin-
cott, a founder of the consulting firm Lippincott & Margulies. In Europe the United King-
dom is the pioneer of CI. Most journals devoted to the area are written in English and six 
out of the eight academic institutions where CI is taught as a separate course are located in 
Anglophone countries. 

2. There has been a great difference between the academic and practitioner approaches 
in the Anglo-Saxon literature since the 1990s. While the academic perspectives are 
multidisciplinary and complex, practitioners mainly view CI as “self-presentation”, 
over-emphasising the importance of visual identity (which term is often interchangeably 
used with CI). The following underpin this statement: corporate identity “has strong prac-
titioner roots and has a notable marketing, as well as graphic design, inheritance”, it also 
“has been adopting an overtly managerial perspective and (external) stakeholder perspec-
tive” (He and Balmer, 2005:4). Later they argue that “academic research into corporate 
identity increasingly adopts a multidisciplinary and more strategic approach” (He and 
Balmer, 2005:5). This development is further explained by He (2004:45): “Though the in-
tegrated communication approach to corporate identity (for example: corporate identity as 
self-presentation) has been a key school of thought in 1990s, it has shifted towards a more 
multidisciplinary approach”. The author’s model builds also upon He’s categorisations. 

3. The author’s empirical study has also revealed the difference between the academic 
and practitioner approaches to corporate identity: according to marketing scholars 
(heads of marketing departments and others who teach corporate identity) “the academic 
approach is more sophisticated”, it places greater emphasis on scientific roots (Orosdy, in-
terview), it “strives for perfection” (Totth, interview). Nevertheless, academic papers are 
rather practical and “recipe-like” (Totth, interview), that is, the saliency of the previously 
mentioned “self-presentation” can be noticed. Szeles (interview) reported that the exis-
tence of academic articles on CI is not typical. Alessandri (2001) suggests, supported by 
what Piskóti (interview) claimed, that practice, as opposed to scholarship, is strongly de-
sign oriented. 

4. A “multidisciplinary approach” to corporate identit y means that it is no longer de-
scribed exclusively in marketing and/or design terms. It is defined as a concept based 
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on various disciplines, including strategy, psychology, public relations and organisational 
behaviour (Balmer, 1997). The most powerful contributor to the corporate identity 
concept is undoubtedly organisational behaviour (e.g. van Riel and Balmer, 1997; 
Balmer and Wilson, 1998; He, 2004; Thomson, 2005), which has developed in isolation 
from the traditional corporate identity scholarship. The most influential and most often 
cited by corporate identity academics are authors Albert and Whetten, who introduced 
their powerful tripartite categorisation of (organisational) identity criteria in 1985: “the 
criterion of claimed central character”, “the criterion of claimed distinctiveness” and “the 
criterion of temporal continuity”. Later van Rekom (1997) interpreted these criteria as 
those of corporate identity. Hatch and Schultz’s (1997) contributions are also exemplary. 

5. Organisational identity, promoted by organisational behaviourists, has also been 
mentioned as an area related to corporate identity by some Hungarian authors as 
well. Nevertheless, in Hungary there is a strict demarcation between scholarships in 
these two identities. Totth (interview) claimed that organisational identity is referred to in 
organisational behaviour. According to Piskóti (interview) organisational identity is not in 
use in the teaching of corporate identity; however, Papp (interview) said that the relation-
ship between organisational identity and corporate identity is best described as a “whole 
and part” relationship. Kollin (interview) reported that organisational identity is intro-
duced when teaching corporate identity. According to Szeles (interview) the basis of cor-
porate identity should be sought in behavioural sciences. 

6. In the author’s view, the definition of corporate identity is getting closer, although in 
a corporate context, to the original meaning (basic definition) of “identity”, namely, 
individual characteristics by which someone or something may be distinguished. Accord-
ing to the most general definition, corporate identity is about “the distinct attributes of an 
organisation” – “what the organisation is”, “what it stands for” (Van Riel, 1995; Van Re-
kom, 1997; Balmer, 1995, 1998, 2001a; Dacin and Brown, 2002; Topalian, 2003; Cor-
nelissen, Haslam and Balmer, 2007). All organisations have a corporate identity (e.g. 
ICIG, 1995; Olins, 1995). This statement is however is at variance with corporate identity 
being defined as an explicit “self-presentation” because not every organisation seeks to 
explicitly manage it. Therefore, the author suggests making a distinction between 
“corporate identity” (which every company has) and “corporate identity manage-
ment” or “corporate identity program” (explicit sel f-presentation) – just as the two 
are presented as distinct categories in the ACID Test series. 

7. As a synthesis of the previous two points, it can be stated that explicit self-presentation 
has to reflect organisational identity (Kiriakidou and Milward, 2000). This request will 
be expressed also via the need to eliminate the incongruence between “communicated 
identity” and cultural identity” in the case of Balmer’s AC4ID and the author’s own per-
mutations. 

8. According to most of the respondents above and most of the Hungarian literature, the ar-
eas of corporate identity are “Corporate Culture”, “Corporate Design”, “Corporate Behav-
iour” and “Corporate Communications”. It clearly rests on Birkigt and Stadler’s (1986) 
model (components of the original model: personality, symbolism, behaviour and com-
munication). Since the author’s starting hypothesis was that the model is taken as a basis, 
mostly without referencing to it, he asked the respondents to refer to the source of the mix 
of areas. The most surprising, although fortunately unique, replies were the followings: 
“we do not understand the question” (that is, what corporate identity mixes are in use in 
teaching); “We do not refer, we shape attitudes”. 

9. Having synthesised many models introducing the development of the corporate identity 
concept, the author has set up his forward-looking model, also encompassing the past 
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and the present. This section will provide a short overview (I) of the way the author has 
come to his final framework (II). 
I. Categorisations in the literature and their explanations. The author has found the 

following four dominant perspectives (approaches) in the literature (Van Riel and 
Balmer, 1997; Balmer and Wilson, 1998; Balmer, 2001a, 2006; He, 2004; Thomson, 
2005): 
a. The visual approaches – ‘corporate identity is mainly about visual identification, 

e.g. logos, colours, fonts, signage, liveries, and other visual identifiers’ 
b. The communication (marketing communication, integrated communication and 

total communication) perspectives – ‘corporate identity is about planned commu-
nication, self presentation’ 

c. The organisational behaviourists’ approach (organisational identity) – ‘identity 
is about the internal aspects of an organisation’, and finally 

d. The multidisciplinary (interdisciplinary) approach  – ‘corporate identity is a 
complex phenomenon’. 

Van Riel and Balmer (1997) divide corporate identity into three areas as follows: 

 
Exhibit 2: Van Riel and Balmer’s (1997) categorisation (the author’s illustration)g 

 
The conceptual problem, in the author’s view, with van Riel and Balmer’s categorisa-
tion is that it puts the “integrated communication paradigm” and the “interdisciplinary 
paradigm” on the same level. Although they coexist, it is better to see them as two 
phases of the same line of development, in accordance with He’s (2004:45) statement, 
quoted earlier: “…integrated communication approach to corporate identity… has 
shifted towards a more multidisciplinary approach”. Balmer (2001a:249) speaks of 
“business identity” which encompasses a triumvirate of related concepts (and litera-
ture) which are: corporate identity, organisational identity and visual identity. The au-
thor offers the following form to illustrate Balmer’s (2001a) classification: 

 

Exhibit 3: Balmer’s (2001a) categorisation (the author’s illustration) 

 
He’s (2004) categories are structured somewhat similarly, organisational identity is 
sub-divided into the “identity of organisation” (collective organisational identity)h, 
“identity in organisation” (identity of people within organisations: traditional “organ-
isational identity”) and “identity with organisation” (people’s identification with their 
organisation). 

                                                 
g Markings “a”, “b”, “c”, “d” in this and the subsequent diagrams refer to the author’s initial categorisation pre-
sented above. 
h The author calls it “corporate identity in an organisational identity context” or “corporate identity as called by 
experts of organisational identity” 

Business identity 

Visual Identity Corporate Identity Organisational Identity 

Corporate identity studies 

Graphic design 
paradigm (a) 

Integrated 
communication 
paradigm (b) 

Interdisciplinary 
paradigm (d) 
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Exhibit 4: He’s (2004) categorisation 

 
It is somewhat confusing in He’s (2004) framework that there are two corporate iden-
tity boxes below one another. The author finds Balmer’s framework more useful than 
He’s exhibiting visual identity under corporate identity because Balmer’s categorisa-
tion provides a better way to present the evolution of corporate identity leading from 
the marketing communication paradigm to the modern multidisciplinary perspective. 

II.  Therefore, the author takes Balmer’s model as a basis for setting up his final compre-
hensive version: 

 
Exhibit 5: The author’s model of Corporate Identity’s conceptual categorisa-

tions/development 
 
This visionary model suggests that “a new, interdisciplinary area of management” will 
be present in the future, “marshalling all the concepts” (Balmer and Greyser, 2003:6) 
that will relate to all areas of organisational life. The various disciplines will be parts 
of one all-encompassing concept; design, employee identification, communication, 
PR, marketing, etc. should form a convergent system. This concept will not be fraught 
with misunderstanding arising from the conflicting interpretations of identity. Currently, it 
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may sound somewhat naïve, as scholars seem to have their own personal identities as be-
ing representatives of their specific and distinct disciplines.  

10. Although the dominant perspectives in Hungary seem to belong to the communications 
paradigms, labelled as “past” in the model, the author claims that there might be a good 
chance for Hungarian corporate identity scholarship to adopt a multidisciplinary 
approach to corporate identity. According to Veresné (interview) it is possible and im-
portant that corporate identity and organisational identity get closer to each other. In order 
to foster the convergence of the various perspectives’, the author has initiated a discussion 
during the international conference 2007 in Lillafüred, with the participation of Professor 
Balmer. 

 
 
2. Further model development 
 
The are lots of models in Corporate Identity. The most comprehensive of all, in the author’s 
view, is Balmer’s ACID Test series, which 

• Calls attention to the fact that corporate identity is not a monolithic phenomenon, 
companies do have multiple identities. 

• “It is the task of the corporate leadership group to manage identities so that they are 
broadly consonant with each other” (Balmer and Greyser, 2002:75). “Identities” will 
also be referred to as “identity types” or “identity dimensions” below. 

• The main two facets of corporate identity (“distinct attributes” vs. “self-presentation”) 
will be discussed as two distinct identity dimensions between which incongruence 
may occur. 

• Other related terms (corporate image, corporate brand, mission and vision, culture and 
employee identification) are also represented by matching identity types. 

• It emphasises the potential misalignment between culture and what managers whish to 
present about the company via explicit corporate identity programs. (The author’s fi-
nal thesis statement relates to this issue.) 

T2: The most recent version (AC4ID™) of Balmer’s ACID Test series has been com-
pleted by the author by adding “construed image” (C5) and “informal communication” 
(C6), which have lead to setting up his new version, the AC6ID Test. Balmer’s “REDS2™ 
ACID Test Process” is then adapted to this final version, called the “two-step REDS2” 
method. In this way the more complex AC6ID Test may be applied more efficiently in 
practice than the former versions. 
 
This thesis statement can be explained as follows: 
 
1. ACID Test is an acronym. It encapsulates several “so called, ‘identity’ types which 

need to be scrutinised as part of the strategic planning process, or whenever the or-
ganisation comes to a strategic fork in the road: mergers, acquisitions, divestitures and 
changes in status being cases in point.” (Balmer, 2005:6) The ACID tests, interpreting 
Corporate Identity in a “single pragmatic” (Balmer and Greyser, 2002:2) and multifaceted 
framework, provide a comprehensive and comprehensible method to corporate iden-
tity management. They can be viewed as “a benchmark against corporate identity man-
agement practices can be checked”. (Balmer and Soenen, 1999) 

2. The first ACID Test was put forward by Balmer and Soenen (1999), following a research 
within a major corporate identity consultancy. The ACID Test, instead of viewing corpo-
rate identity as a monolithic phenomenon, differentiates between four identity types, 
among which incongruence may occur. Therefore, managing the identity of an organi-
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sation here means bringing the various identity types into alignment and/or avoiding 
potential misalignments. The four identity types are “Actual Identity ” (organisational re-
ality, distinct attributes), “Communicated Identity” (how the organisation is perceived 
by its various publics and how it communicates (corporate image, reputation, and total 
corporate communications), “Ideal Identity” (the optimum positioning of the organisa-
tion in its market or markets taking cognisance of its strengths and abilities in addition to 
environmental considerations) and “Desired Identity” (the identity which the manage-
ment wishes to acquire). 

 
Exhibit 6: ACID Test™, Balmer and Soenen (1999) 

 
3. Below, the author will discuss only the new permutations of the existing elements and 

the new additions. The next phase of the evolution is AC2ID Test™, there are two Cs in 
the model. C2 = “Conceived Identity” is added to the ACID Test model, leaving “Com-
municated Identity” for only what it means (“how the organisation communicates”) and 
identifying ‘public perceptions’ as the new identity type. Balmer applied the REDS2 
methodi to make his framework operational (Balmer and Greyser, 2003). The steps of the 
process are R = Reveal the identity types, E = Examine the key identity interfaces, D = 
Diagnose the problem areas, perhaps rank in order, S1 = Select the interfaces to be 
brought into alignment and S2 = Strategy that should be developed to bring key identities 
into alignment. In selecting (S1) and prioritising the identity types, Balmer suggests taking 
into account what is urgent, desirable and feasible. 

 
Exhibit 7: AC2ID Test™, Balmer and Greyser (2002) 

 
4. Corporate Brand, being part of C2 (Conceived Identity) in the previous version, is re-

garded as an additional identity type in AC3ID Test (3 Cs), called “Covenanted Iden-
tity ” (C3). It is exhibited as a five-pointed star outside the AC2ID framework. This form of 
the framework is in accordance with Balmer’s (2001b) distinction between corporate iden-
tity and corporate brand: the former is the “grit” around which the corporate brand is 
formedj. Corporate brand being interpreted as the covenant of an organisation dealt with in 
the PhD thesis. 

                                                 
i The predecessor of REDS2 was developed by Balmer and Soenen (1999): the “RED ACID Test process™” 
j Analogous to the formation of pearl in a shell. 
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Exhibit 8: AC3ID Test™, Balmer and Greyser (2003) 

 
5. Balmer’s (2005) last version is the AC4ID Test (4 Cs, C4 = “Cultural Identity”), pub-

lished in the appendix of a Bradford working paper, without C4 being discussed. C4 was 
part of Actual Identity in models up to AC3IDk. The author attempts to explain the poten-
tial misalignments between C4 and former identity types in his PhD thesis. The author, 
however, wishes to highlight an incongruence that may occur between “Communicated 
Identity” (self-presentation) and “Cultural Identity” (values, beliefs of employees and their 
identification, etc.). Van Rekom (1997) cites the example of Commerzbank (Germany)l 
which seems to illustrate this case. The author in his last thesis statement calls attention to 
the perils of corporate identity programs that do not take employees’ values into account. 
AC4ID Test is shown as a “constellation” of seven identity dimensions (stars). 

 
Exhibit 9: AC4ID Test™, Balmer (2005) 

 
The author has two main problems with the model: (1) although it recognises the central 
importance of the corporate covenant, it does not show the interrelationships among 
the elements; (2) the model is getting too complicated. Balmer (2005) offers a solution 

                                                 
k This statement is based on an email conversation with Professor Balmer. 
l The Commerzbank in Germany had to withdraw its slogan “The bank that knows its customers” because it 
aimed at attracting the general public but the employees were not willing to deal with numerous small private 
customers, they rather wished to serve big business accounts. 
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to the second problem by introducing the “current snapshot” and the “future snap-
shot”. This simplification of the model means that only three dimensions connected at a 
time to “Covenanted Identity” and later another three. It allows managers to focus on 
managing the incongruence of only four dimensions at a time. The author has another 
recommendation at this point: by adopting his “two-step REDS2” method to AC6ID 
Testm (the author’s version), this simplification can be achieved without lessening the 
number of the identity types. 

6. The author’s framework is the AC6ID Test. The novelty of this version can be intro-
duced in terms of its (1) added elements and (2) its new structure. There are two added 
identity types: C5 = “Construed-Conceived Identity” (construed image) and C6 = 
“Communicated Identity – Informal”  (informal communications). The dissertation con-
tains ample evidence that supports the necessity of both dimensions, here only some im-
portant aspects will be highlighted. Construed image (Construed-Conceived Identity) 
was part of the author’s ideas for possible gap analyses in his MBA Management Project 
(1994). It is also part of Dacin and Brown’s (2006) “Four-Viewpoints Framework”. Dut-
ton, Dukerich and Harquail suggest that employee identification is influenced by what 
they think about the image of the organisation (their construed image). Employee identifi-
cation, in turn, affects organisational reality – that is, Actual Identity (Melewar, Karaos-
manoglu and Paterson, 2005). Kiriakidou and Millward (2000) also speak of the impor-
tance of corporate identity as perceived by employees and the effect of this perception on 
actual identity (at that time actual identity included the cultural aspects). The other ele-
ment is informal communication. Balmer and Soenen (1999), in their discussion of the 
original ACID Test, referred to the compound of formal and informal communications 
as “total communications” (Communicated Identity)n. The author, however, wishes to 
call attention to a possible misalignment between formal and informal communications. 
The structure of the final version of the author is based on the AC3ID Test (Balmer and 
Greyser, 2003): it is a four-pointed framework outside the two-circle structure. Its essence 
is that it differentiates between “hard identity dimensions”  (outer circle) and “soft iden-
tity dimensions” (inner circle). The hard factors are reality and information/knowledge 
based, explicit, overt, etc., whereas the soft ones are culturally/emotionally based, im-
plicit, covert, etc. Practitioners may focus mainly on hard factors (those are what they 
can control relatively easily), while academics may rather focus on soft dimensions (the 
corporate identity literature suggest that the academic perspectives have shifted towards 
the inner aspects of the organisations – e.g. He and Balmer, 2005).With the help of the 
new framework the “two-step REDS2” method, offered by the author, may be inter-
preted according to two concepts: 
1. The “Two Circles Concept”: in selecting/prioritising (S1 in REDS2) the identity 

types to be reconciled with one another, one may consider to bring hard dimensions, 
on the outer circle, into alignment (Step 1) and then soft dimensions, on the inner cir-
cle, (Step 1) and then to eliminate misalignments between the two circlers (Step 2.) 

2. The “Four Interfaces Concept”o: first the different hard-soft pairs within one area 
should be reconciled concentrating on only one interface at a time (Step 1): Actual-
Cultural (Do employees identify with the actual identity of the organisation? If not: 
take steps to get the two identities closer.), Communicated Formal-Informal (Do the 
formal and informal communication project the same thing about the organisation? If 
not: take steps to get the two dimensions closer.), Ideal-Desired (Is management’s vi-

                                                 
m AC5ID Test is an interim version, in which C5 is construed image (“Construed-Conceived Identity”), not ex-
hibited here. 
n Many other references (e.g. CI mixes) relate to informal communications in the corporate identity literature. 
o The author also calls it the „Four Areas Concept”: one area covers one interface. 
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sion of the organisation’s identity based on rational considerations? If not: take steps 
to get the two identity types closer) and Conceived-Construed Conceived (Do people 
organisation view their organisation’s image consistently with the real external image? 
If not: take steps to make the two identity types converge) – and then the four inter-
faces (areas): Corporate Identity, Total Corporate Communications, Management Po-
sitioning and Perceptions (Step 2). In this way, in the first step only one interface 
should be dealt with and then the misalignment of only four areas should be elimi-
nated. 

 
Exhibit 10: The author’s AC6ID Test 

 
Testing the model belongs to the author’s future research plans. He wishes to conduct the 
testing using Balmer’s method of testing his version, which may take place in the form of a 
co-operation. 
 
 
3. Relationships between CI management and HR management 
 
As mentioned above, the author’s aim was to answer three research questions. The thesis 
statements will be presented in this order. 
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Research question 1: “The importance of corporate identity in managing human resources: 
can human resource management benefit from an explicit management of corporate identity? 
If so, what are those areas?” Having reviewed the corporate identity literature the author iden-
tified eight areas (listed in the methodology part) of human resources that are claimed to bene-
fit from (the outcome of) an explicitly managed corporate identity program. 
 
The following thesis statement may be formulated on the basis of the empirical research find-
ings. 
T3: Although the relevant literature suggests that an explicit CI program may exert 
positive influence on (1) attracting people, (2) selecting people, (3) retaining staff, (4) 
motivating staff, (5) cohesion / sense of belonging, (6) trust and loyalty, (7) harmonised 
employee relations and finally (8) identification / commitment, in fact the areas that can 
really benefit from a CI program, according to HR managers, are (1) attracting people, 
(2) selecting people, (5) cohesion / sense of belonging and (8) identification / commit-
ment. 
 
The relevant references, very briefly, are as followsp: 
• Olins (1995:xix) asserts that corporate identity “is a … human resources tool”. 
• According to Smith (1993:334, 335 and 336) corporate image can help “harmonise em-

ployee relations”, and “boost recruitment”. 
• Gregory and Wiechman (1999) explain that recruiting and keeping quality employees may 

be easier with the help of corporate image. Retention of skilled employee as a benefit of 
corporate identity management is a point also made by Gray and Balmer (Fox, Balmer and 
Wilson, 2001) 

• MORI surveys suggest that issues like “behaviour of staff”, “staff motivation”, “attracting 
potential employees”, “trust/loyalty… and confidence… among staff” are areas corporate 
identity may affect (Schmidt, 1995) 

• The Strathclyde Statement (ICIG, 1995) also suggests that managing corporate identity 
has an ability to attract potential employees (and also to retain them). 

• Corporate identity might have an impact on the employees’ commitment to and identifica-
tion with the company (Dutton, Dukerich and Harquail, 1994) 

 
HR managers were asked about the extent to which they regard explicit CI programs as con-
tributors to the success of a given criterion in the organisations represented by them (“fact” 
variables) and the extent to which they see those programs as contributors to the success of a 
given criterion in the organisations represented by them. The final result of this part of the 
research (the methodology of which has already been given earlier) is summarised in Exhibit 
11: 

                                                 
p “Selection” is an item recommended for inclusion by the author’s academic supervisor as companies may con-
sider adding corporate identity considerations to the traditional selection criteria. The author discussed the inclu-
sion of selection as a criterion in the questionnaire with a human resource manager 
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Exhibit 11: Effect of CI on specific HR areas 

 
Right upper section includes those criteria (“Attracting People”, “Identification / commit-
ment” and “Cohesion / sense of belonging”) in the case of which respondents reported that 
corporate identity programmes in fact support HR areas in their organisations; and, in general 
(in their opinion) explicitly managed corporate identity has a positive influence over those 
areas. Left lower section, however, refers to criteria that are basically not supported by corpo-
rate identity programmes in respondents’ organisations and they do not even think those areas 
are affected by corporate identity programmes in general: “Retaining Staff”, “Motivating 
Staff” and “Harmonised Employee Relations”. “Selecting people” is a special criterion in this 
sense: they do not believe that in their organisation managed corporate identity assists this 
criterion; however, corporate identity management should provide some help with this spe-
cific area in their opinion. The main practical implication of this finding is that corporate 
identity should be paid attention when establishing schemes for selection; perhaps corporate 
identity should be kept in mind when setting up person specificationsq. They see “Trust, loy-
alty” as being supported by corporate identity, in their organisation; nevertheless, it is not an 
area corporate identity programmes have too much to do about in their opinion. 
 
Research question 2: The existence of people’s behaviour in corporate identity, and the ex-
tent to which the human resource function is involved when establishing and managing iden-
tity. 
 
The fourth thesis statement, in the light of the research findings, may be worded as follows: 
T4: Although, in accordance with some statements in the literature, HR managers re-
gard employee behaviour as a factor which determines a firm’s identity, the HR func-
tion is not involved to a great extent in CI programs; basically no behavioural audit is 
conducted. 
 
The odd numbered points below briefly relate to the relevant literature background and the 
even numbered ones discuss the results of the empirical survey. 
1. Numerous corporate identity mixes are mentioned in the literature that include “be-

haviour”.  Some of them clearly relate to people’s behaviour (e.g. Olins’, 1995, mix) 
while others also refer to the behaviour of the whole company. From the point of view of 
the author’s research, it is human behaviour that has relevance. He has found the follow-
ing corporate identity mixes that contain behaviour: Birkigt and Stadler’s (1986) mix, 
Olins’ (1989) mix, Olins’ (1995) mix, Henrion, Ludlow and Schmidt mix, Schmidt 

                                                 
q Person specification is set of criteria used by HR managers to decide what qualities applicants should meet. 
Aspects like one’s “fitting the identity of the organisation” could be one criterion. 
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(1995), Balmer and Soenen’s (1999) mix, Melewar and Jenkins’ (2002) mix, as well as 
Melewar and Karaosmaoglu’s (2006) mix. 

2. This point is concerned with whether the responses of HR managers in the sample 
underpin the importance of behaviour in corporate identity. The majority of them 
(67.6%) argued that in their organisations employee behaviour is a determining fac-
tor in corporate identity.  32.4% of the respondents reported that employee behaviour 
had no bearing upon corporate identity in their organisation. Nevertheless half of them 
(16.2%) indicated that, although it is not the case, it would be appropriate if employee be-
haviour were an important factor in corporate identity programs. 

67.6%

16.2%

16.2%

“Yes”

“No”

“No, albeit it would
be appropriate”

 
Exhibit 12: Does employee behaviour determine the identity of an organisation…? 

 
3. The literature suggests in many places the involvement of HR in corporate pro-

grams. Olins (1995) argues that a “small working party” should be set up to run a corpo-
rate identity programme and human resources should represent itself in the group. Both 
Olins (1995:46) and Balmer (1998) suggest that this group should be headed by a, so 
called, “identity manager” who has background in those activities, that is, also in human 
resources. Bick, Jacobson and Abratt (2003) also call attention to the importance of hu-
man resources in their revisited process model (while other modelsr through their refine-
ments also highlight employees’ role in the image making process). 

4. Once the above authors emphasise some aspects of the importance of the human resource 
function, the author found it challenging to test those statements. 

13.5%

13.5%

21.6%

18.9%
5.4%

27%

“HR involved in running programme”

“HR implemented specif ic tasks”

“HR-related issues w ere raised; HR w as not
entrusted”

“HR did not take part at all”

“HR not involved, albeit it should be”

“I don’t know ”

 
Exhibit 13: The involvement of the HR function in CI programs 

 
27% of human resource managers reported that HR had not taken part in the corporate 
identity program at all. This might not be surprising if one considers that managing corpo-
rate identity is generally the terrain of marketing and public relations in practice. 18.9% of 
HR managers stated, however, that the HR function had been involved in running the pro-

                                                 
r Kennedy (1977), Dowling (1986), Stuart (1999) 
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gramme, which is not high but it is remarkable all the same. 21.6% of the respondents 
claimed that HR’s role had been performing specific tasks set in the course of the corpo-
rate identity programme. Some respondent (13.5%) suggested that various HR related is-
sues had emerged as part of the program, however, they were rather solved at other func-
tional levels instead of including HR. The same proportion of human resource managers 
(13.5%) argued that although HR had not played any role in the corporate program it 
should not be neglected when running a programme. 

5. Olins (1995:44), when suggesting a process for “starting up and managing the pro-
gramme” of corporate identity, points out that it should begin with “investigation, 
analysis and strategic recommendations” (Olins, 1995:46). As part of this stage he 
proposes that three audits ought to be carried out: communication audit, design au-
dit and behavioural audit. The word audit here means mapping up and analysing ‘the 
way the company communicates, the way it looks and the way it behaves now’. He lists 
some issues to consider, part of which refer to the behaviour of the whole company and 
part of which relate to individual behaviour. What is interesting here is that there are 
human resource issues he offers for consideration, questions that seem to form the 
background of individual behaviours. For example: “Does the company invest in the de-
velopment of people – other than in their performance?” “Does it set personal perform-
ance objectives and does it appraise performance regularly?” “Does it reward people in re-
lation to their performance?” (Olins, 1995:50) The author posits that the HR function is in 
the best position to answer these questions; provided they get a role in the corporate iden-
tity program (e.g. they are asked those questions). The question is whether this kind of 
behavioural audit, relating to behaviour, is carried out in the various organisations 
within their corporate identity programs.  

6. The empirical study has proven that in fact not many companies conduct behavioural 
audits. 

59.5%

16.2%
24.3%

“Yes”

“No”

“I don’t know ”

 
Exhibit 14: Behavioural audit as part of CI programs 

 
An overwhelming majority (59.5%) of the respondents firmly claimed that no “behav-
ioural audit” was performed within the corporate identity programme, while 24.3% of 
them stated that they did not know if this activity was part of the programme. 16.2% of the 
human resource managers did not know if a behavioural audit was conducted or not. 

 
Research question 3: If some CI definitions (and other statements in the literature) refer to 
employees’ values as a core factor of corporate identity  (e.g. Balmer, 2001a), then those 
values should be taken into consideration when running corporate identity programs. 
The question is if they are really taken into account, or the explicit “self-presentation”-s 
are rather based on values formulated by management. 
 
The author’s thesis statement in this regard is as follows: 
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T5: Although employees’ value mix is at the core of corporate identity according to some 
complex definitions, these values do not receive due attention when running explicit cor-
porate identity programs. 
The statements and re-statements in the literature are summarised in point 1 and the empirical 
evidences are discussed in point 2 below: 
1. The author asserts in his PhD thesis that ideally corporate identity programs should be 

based on the identity (in a broader sense) of an organisation. Kiriakidou and Millward’s 
(2000:51) statement is the basis of the author’s proposition: they argue that “efforts to 
manage corporate identity should reflect the organizational identity of the company” 
They, in fact, define corporate identity as “the tangible representation of the organiza-
tional identity”, which is a managerial responsibility (Balmer, 1997), while organisational 
identity is rather about employees’ identification (ibid). They also suggest that the actual 
identity of the organisation should be taken into consideration when managing cor-
porate identity. “Actual identity”, as mentioned earlier, was used by Balmer and Soenen 
(1999) to relate to organisational reality (the broad meaning of corporate identity), in their 
‘ACID Test paper’, one year before Kiriakidou and Millward wrote theirs. Actual identity 
at that time included employees’ values. Only Balmer (2005) separated it out as “Cultural 
Identity” in his AC4ID Test, suggesting that cultural identity may be at variance with the 
actual and the communicated identity of the organisation. Abratt (1989) argues that 
those values are at the heart of the identity formation process. Szeles (1997) also sug-
gests that it is employees’ behaviour and their identification with the company that 
brings about the convincing power that presents the identity of the company towards 
the outside world. Van Rekom (1997) contends that corporate missions/visions, which 
are claimed to be the basis of the CI formation process (e.g. Alessandri, 2001; Szeles, 
1998), tend to ignore cultural values and the attitudes of employees. One question re-
mains then: Does management pay attention to what these values are, or is the corpo-
rate identity program built upon the “desired” and “idealistic” values set up by 
management? 

2. The results of the empirical research are summarised below: 

27%
16.2%

48.6%

8.1%

“Yes”

“No”

“No, although it should be”

“I don’t know ”

 
Exhibit 15: Are employee values taken into consideration when running CI programs? 

 
The diagram above speaks for itself. In the light of this simple analysis, the following 
statement seems true: “although (1) employees’ values, their identification with those val-
ues are at the core of corporate identity and (2) corporate identity management is a mana-
gerial responsibility, management in general does not take those values into account when 
running an identity programme”. Nearly half (48.6%) of the respondents claimed that cor-
porate identity programmes were based upon values identified by managers. At the same 
time, however, it has to be noted that a bit more than one quarter (27%) of the respondents 
argued that employees’ values were considered to be “at the core” also when running the 
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programme. 8.1% belong to the ‘no but not hopeless’ category and 16.2% could not an-
swer the question. 

 
A case-study, analysing the corporate identity program of was Miskolc City Transport 
Plc, was prepared after the author’s Open Discussion because of the shortcomings of the 
main questionnaire survey. This summary relates to the HR implications only; it does not give 
an overview of the whole case-study. 
 
Miskolc City Transport Plc is a services company, where, following Olins’ (1995) statement, 
staff behaviour is a key factor. Employees need to keep to or rather identify with certain be-
havioural norms, which has to be based on their identification with the whole company. This 
identification, however, was overshadowed by their low motivation levels, due to the specific 
situation of the company (“large socialist company tradition” and “being located in a de-
pressed region”). Attention is being paid to people’s identification otherwise those norms 
could be applied and controlled with ‘absolute rigidity’ only. Staff training had, and currently 
has, a major role in making employees express the main identity-values (identified by the 
strategy makers) via their behaviour. 
 
“Retaining power” was one of the HR areas the author examined by way of his research in 
terms of the influence an explicit corporate identity may exert on specific areas of human re-
source management. Earlier statement in the dissertation suggested that: “In the case of each 
criterion, averages in the ‘Opinion’ column are higher than those in the ‘Facts’ column, which 
indicates HR managers’ view about corporate identity having greater potential to help human 
resource related issues than the actual case.” It was especially true in the case of “retaining 
power” where the factual values were two figures lower than opinion values (in all other cases 
the difference was only one). The interviewee reported in this regard that although in general 
a strong and distinct corporate identity should support this particular HR function, corporate 
identity (in terms of the result of an explicit program) had almost nothing to do with “retain-
ing people” in the specific case of Miskolc City Transport Plc as this company is one of the 
biggest employer in the region. It calls attention to the need for exploring other factors (apart 
from corporate identity) influential to a specific HR area. 
 
Last, but not least, the personal interviews revealed that, although the company, in fact, has a 
personnel department, it rather deals with administrative matters; training staff in corporate 
identity matters was organised by the marketing department (which is in charge of launching 
and managing the corporate identity programs). Employees do receive information about the 
company, its mission, vision and strategy, including the basic corporate goals as part of those 
trainings. The interviewee reported that the company values are in fact not at variance with 
the basic values of the employees (although it can be regarded as a subjective statement, the 
objective way to answer this question would be a survey among employees). 
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VII. FURTHER RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
 
The author is planning to continue his research in the following directions: 
 
• Continuing literature review in areas related to corporate identity ; discovering new 

models and establishing logical relationships between those models. 
 
• Continuing seeking links between corporate identity and economic theories. This 

might be a useful contribution to the existing literature/scholarship of corporate identity. It 
seems to be interesting to analyse Boulding’s book titled “The Image” to discover what 
relationships there are between the underlying concept of it and Boulding’s evolutionary 
thoughts. Also, Foxall, Olivera-Castro and James’ (2007) analysis on “The Behavioural 
Economics of Brand Choice” may be extended to the issue of the “corporate brand”. The 
author wishes to carry out an in-depth review of Akerlof and Kranton’s work, and the re-
lated literature listed among their references – he is currently discussing about writing an 
academic paper on this topic with Professor John M. T. Balmer. 

 
• Further research into the HR-CI relationship. (1) Reviewing the HR literature as well 

for CI-related statements; (2) Scrutinising the CI-HR relationship on the basis of “best 
practices” in several companies in the sample of this PhD research – interviewing people 
responsible for corporate identity programs in the same companies; (3) finding new per-
spectives in the CI-HR relationship, conducting deeper surveys; (4) verifying the results of 
the subjective methods by way of objective ones; (5) Involving aforementioned Akerlof 
and Kranton’s work in the research who suggest people’s identities and group identifica-
tions lead to increased motivation (they refer to “motivational capital)” and can help the 
HR function (e.g. “Bringing the concept of identity into the economics of organizations 
can change our understanding of policies such as incentive pay and supervision” Akerlof 
and Kranton 2005:10; “…identity is an important supplement to monetary compensation”, 
Akerlof and Kranton 2005:11) 

 
• Testing the AC6ID Test in cooperation with Professor Balmer, with special regard to 

the new identity types: “Construed Image” and “Informal Communications”; doing further 
literature review in this area 

 
• Further development of other existing models in the literature , e.g. Bernstein’s (1984) 

Wheel Model, further developed by Balmer and Greyser (2003) 
 
• Administering a Bradford-Miskolc comparative study with Myfanwy Trueman  (head 

of the city identity / city branding program at Bradford University School of Manage-
ment). Bradford has several similarities with Miskolc: industry, ethnic minority, size of 
population, efforts to improve city identity/branding, etc. Trueman, in her paper (co-
authored by Cornelius) referred to the AC2ID Test (Trueman and Cornelius, 2006). Per-
haps it may also be a case-study for testing the AC6ID Test 

 
• Testing the influence of corporate identity on the economic performance of a com-

pany, measuring the return on money invested in corporate identity. Methods and formu-
lae listed by Nyárády and Szeles (2004) can be used to measure reputation. Also, the ef-
fect of corporate identity on competitive advantage may be tested: Balmer and Gray 
(2000) argue in their process model that achieving competitive advantage is the final goal 
of corporate identity management. 
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